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Abstract

The *Khim* is a stringed instrument essential to Thai classical music. It was adopted from China during the late Ayutthaya period (1350-1767 AD). Chinese adopted the *Khim* or Yang-qín from Persia during the Ming-Qing dynasty (1368-1911 AD)

"Khim" is a borrowed word from the Chinese Fujian dialect meaning music or music instrument or ¼/qín/ in Mandarin. It was played in Chinese Opera (Chaozhou opera), and became very famous and popular in Thai Chinatowns in the Rattanakosin period (1782 AD - now). About 100 years ago during the reign of King RamaVI Thai classical musicians adopted the *Khim* to play in Thai classical music. Thai composers have composed many Thai songs that use the *Khim* as a solo instrument.

The Khim had an important role in "Khoo Kam" a Thai novel that made Thai people become interested in the Khim. It is a popular music instrument used by Thai primary school students to start to learn Thai classical music. It is often used in Thai public entertainment venues such as restaurants, hotel lobbies etc. It represents Thai classical music in the minds of many people.

This paper will present the *Khim* as a Thai classical music instrument and how it was adopted and adapted into Thai society, and will focus on its history, development, form and character (i.e. shape, style, material, color, string, tuner, the painting on its box). This paper will explore and discuss its role in Thai culture both in ancient times and today.
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บทคัดย่อ

ชิม เครื่องดนตรีไทย ประเภทเครื่องสายไทยใช้ตี เป็นเครื่องดนตรีที่ไทยนับมาจากประเทศจีนแต่ตัดผูยูงชาตตอนปลาย แต่เดิม ชิม เป็นเครื่องดนตรีที่จีนรับมาจาก MOCK เชื้อไม้แพร่หลาย และเป็นที่นิยมในประเทศจีนราวสมัยราชวงศ์หมิง-ชิง

คำว่า ชิม เป็นคำยืมจากภาษาจีนเล็กยุคเกียวก่อน ชิมมาเข้ามาในประเทศไทย โดยชาวจีนตั้งแต่สมัยยูงชาตตอนปลาย เพิ่มใช้บรรเลงในวงดนตรีจีนที่ประกอบราศี.JLabel จนถึงยุคเสี้ยว และเป็นที่นิยมขึ้นรายบุคคลทุกช่วงเจ็นแนวแทยาวราช

ในสมัยรัตนโกสินทร์ตอนต้น ชิมเป็นที่นิยมบรรเลงในวงดนตรีจีน เอนองตัวเป็นเครื่องดนตรีที่เรียกวล บรรเลงจาก เลยังใจเพราะ ในสมัยรัชกาลที่ 6 นักดนตรีชาวไทยจะได้รับชิมเข้ามาในวงดนตรีไทยเต็ม นอกจากนี้ยังมีการประพันธ์เพลงเที่ยงสำหรับชิมไว้มากมาย

ชิม ได้เข้าไปยังบทบาทในสมัยยุคเริ่ม คู่กรรมทำให้คนไทยรู้จักชิม และยังกระแสให้คนไทยสนใจดนตรีชนิดนี้มากขึ้น ชิมเป็นเครื่องดนตรีไทยที่นิยมเครื่องในวงดนตรีไทยที่สามารถแปลงเสียงของชิมเป็นด้วยตัวเองชิมเปรียบเสมือนเป็นสัญลักษณ์ของดนตรีไทย ปัจจุบันนิยมบรรเลงชิมในสถานที่ราชการและต่างๆ เช่น ร้านอาหาร ตอบปั่นเพลง เป็นต้น

บทความนี้จะนำเสนอ ชิม ในฐานะเครื่องดนตรีไทยที่มีบทบาทในวัฒนธรรมไทยว่ามีการรับ และปรับใช้อย่างกลมกลืนอย่างไร โดยศึกษาถึงประวัติความเป็นมา ลักษณะทางภาษา บทบาท และความสำคัญของชิมในวัฒนธรรมไทยปัจจุบัน
1. Introduction

The Khim was introduced to Thailand from China, and has been adapted somewhat to accommodate local musical styles. It is known in Cambodia by the same name\(^1\). It is a musical instrument originating from Persia, and was brought to Asia over the famous trade route known as the Silk Road (which was both over land and water). The same instrument is known in Europe as a “Hammered Dulcimer/Cimbalom”, in India as a “Santur”, and in China as a “Yang Chin”\(^2\).

The Thai adopted the Khim from China. Over the past 100 years, the Khim has been adapted, improved and developed several times by Thai musicians. It has become a Thai classical music instrument, which has developed a uniquely Thai character and expresses a strong sense of being Thai in its sound.

“Khim” is a borrowed word from the Chinese Fujian dialect or 琵 /qín/ in Mandarin. “琵 /qín/” means 1) zither with 7 strings, or 2) general name for stringed instrument.

The Khim was actually called a Yangqin, in the original Chinese which used a Chinese character “洋 /yáng/” meaning “stringed instrument (dulcimer) that came from abroad by sea”. Originally “Yangqin” came from abroad by the sea (over the water portion of the “Silk Road”), but now the Chinese use the character “扬/yáng/” instead.

In the spoken language of Chinese 琵 /qín/ can be the abbreviated form for 琵 /yángqín/, but the 琵 /qín/ has two meanings. It can also mean “zither with 7 strings”. Thai people misunderstood about the Khim and Yangqin used in the masterpiece of Chinese Classical novels the tale of “The Three Kingdoms”. In that novel Zhu Geliang (Kong Ming) played the Qin to fool Sima Yi. Thai people thought Zhu Geliang had played the Yangqin but the Qin is a stringed instrument, played
by picking, while the Yangqin is a stringed instrument played by striking.

2. Adoption of the Khim in Thai society

As we know the Khim was brought to Thailand from China, and the Chinese originally adopted it from Persia. Exactly when the Khim came to Thailand is a topic on which Thai scholars differ.

Montrii Tramod (2522 : 71): "Khim came to Thailand at about the King Rama 4th period (1851-1868 AD). It was brought by Chinese merchants, and later, around King Rama 6th period (1910-1925 AD), Thai musicians adopted the Khim into Thai Classical music groups, and it was named ‘String ensemble with Khim’.

Chanok Sagarik (2548 : 687) : "The butterfly Harp traveled through China and into Thailand during the early Rattanakosin period."

Nopadon Thippayarat (2544 : 52) : "Khim came to Thailand at least around the late Ayutthaya period."

I agree with Nopadon. I believe that the Khim came to Thailand around the late Ayutthaya period, as it came along with Chinese music as part of Chinese opera troops. Chinese opera was very popular in the Ayutthaya period\(^3\), and Chinese immigrants during the Ayutthaya period came from the Fujian province and their dialect was Chinese Fujian. Since "Khim" is a borrowed word from the Chinese Fujian dialect meaning music or musical instrument it seems logical that the Khim was brought to Thailand along with the Opera Troops.

In the late Ayutthaya period Thai classical musicians loved to compose Thai songs with a foreign accent. For example, many include accents of Laos, Cambodia, and Chinese (Chin). We find that the Thai song named "Chin Khim" is an old song dating from the Ayutthaya period\(^4\).
The Khim become popular in Thai society around the mid Rattanakosin (Bangkok) period (King Rama 5-7). Thai people started to play Thai songs using the Khim and changed the way they performed musical compositions and developed a tuning method that is a uniquely Thai style.

In the King Vatchiravud (King Rama 6th 1910-1925 A.D.) reign, Thai musicians adopted Khim into a Thai Classical music ensemble named “String ensemble with Khim”.

Phunphid Ammadatyakul (2524 : 198) said; “In 1924 when King Rama 6th was sick, the Department of Music arranged an ensemble with Khim to perform in the room next door to the king’s bedroom in the Phyathai palace (now Phra Mongkut hospital). They used a piece of suede placed on the Khim strings when they played to make the sound soft and not too loud. Since then the Khim has become popular in Thai society”.

3. Adaptation of the Khim

Thai musicians and composers have created a uniquely Thai style of Khim music that has become popular in Thailand and surrounding countries. It has become a global phenomenon by following Thai immigrants and has become an expression of Thai culture wherever Thai shows and performances are conducted.

3.1 Materials that make up the unique sound of the Khim

There have three kinds of materials that make the sound of the Khim.
3.1.1 Stringed-Khim

In ancient times, Khim's strings were made from brass, but the brass was ductile and easy to break and not pliable, so the tone was not constant, and needed to be tuned often. The brass strings produce a duller sound than the new stainless steel strings later introduced by the Thai musician and instrument craftsman. The stainless steel strings produce a bright and soft tone, are not easy to break and have a constant tone.

Stringed-Khim's sticks (hammers) originally made from bamboo look like the Chinese Yangqin's sticks. When struck on the brass strings, the sound is too loud and strong, so the Thai musician uses a small piece of leather or rubber to cover the end of the hammer-tips - then when it strikes the strings, the sound is more soft and beautiful.

3.1.2 Metal Plated Khim

The sound of this kind of Khim is made from metal plates, such as iron, aluminum or brass. The form of the tones are similar to a stringed-Khim when struck on the plates, but the sticks are different. The sticks are made from bamboo or rattan and the tips are covered by small round-shaped rubber. It looks much like a xylophone. The metal plated Khim is not popular because it is very heavy, and is not convenient to carry.

3.1.3 Tube Khim

The Tube Khim is made from several pieces of aluminum tube, played by striking on the aluminum tube; the sticks are the same as the stringed Khim's sticks. It has a beautiful sound like the mobile or wind chime, and it is very light and easy to carry. Chanok Sagarik invented the Tube Khim. He was inspired by the wind chime and experimented with it for a long time before he finally presented Thailand with a new style of Khim.
Chanok Sagarik (2005:687): “Due to the tropical climate and temperature of Thailand, the strings needed to be retuned rather often. Now, this new invention - Khim Lot- (Tube Khim) - retains the sound of the original without the need for constant re-tuning.”

3.2 Shape of Sound box

There are three shapes of the Khim’s sound box.

3.2.1 Butterfly shape

The butterfly-shaped Khim is the original shape that came from China, and this shape is still popular. It is a basic shape that Thai people love to make, and this kind of sound box is a standard Khim in music competition. Khim in butterfly shape is a small size and has two bridges with 7 notes and 42 strings.

3.2.2 Irregular rectangle shape (Trapezoid)

An irregular rectangle-shaped Khim is a bigger size and has two bridges with 9, 11, 15 notes. Sometimes it is made into a compact cased Khim, or portable Khim, and it is convenient to carry anywhere.

3.2.3 Oval shape (Fancy Khim)

Oval-shaped Khim or fancy Khim is a new design. It came to the Thai market in 1993 and this shape is very attractive for children as it looks like a toy for them. The fancy Khim’s boxes are often painted with deep or bright colors, such as bright pink or bright blue. On the box they often stick a cartoon and change the stickers as often as they please or when a new character appears in the cartoon world (for example Japanese cartoons that are popular for the day or the character which children love, such as Kitty, dogs, fish, tanks and soldiers). The oval-shape Khim is a small size that has two bridges with 7 notes and 42 strings, so it is suitable for a small child.
Sakdecha Suwanpingkan said: "some children who are only 4-5 years old had to have this instrument after seeing one so they could begin to play. Normally we begin teaching children at the age of seven".7

3.3 The Bridge (Fret) of Thai Khim

Thai Khim has two bridges and many notes on the bridge.

3.3.1 Two bridges with 7 notes (7 frets hammered dulcimer) and 42 strings

The 42-string Khim is a standard size that is popular among the primary students for beginning lessons in Thai classical music. It is easy to buy and the price is reasonable.

3.3.2 Two bridges with 9 notes (9 frets hammered dulcimer) and 54 strings

The 54-string Khim is very popular among Khim musicians, because it has more sound selection. This kind of Khim does not have the Khim’s sound hole (loudspeaker hole), but two long holes under the face of the Khim.8

3.3.3 Two bridges with 11 notes (11 frets hammered dulcimer) and 66 strings

The 66-string Khim is a large instrument and a very heavy one. The musician who plays this kind of Khim should be a very good musician who has a high degree of performing skill. Since this Khim has so many strings, it can be tuned to the level of international scale.9

Thai craftsmen have made the giant Khim, with two bridges with 15 or 20 notes, but the giant Khim is not popular with the average player. It is made for special musicians and is used only for special occasions.
Today there is the *Khim Chromatic*\(^{10}\) (ชิมโครแมติก); it has many strings through the hole under the bridge. It also called *Khim lod chong* (ชิมลอยคอง; the strings pass through the hole under the bridges). *Khim Chromatic* has four sizes; a) Two bridges with 12 notes and 42 strings, b) Two bridges with 14 notes and 84 strings, c) Two bridges with 16 notes and 96 strings, d) Two bridges with 18 notes and 108 strings. The *Khim Chromatic* can be tuned to international scale and can play western music easily.

The Thai *Khim* has only two bridges; thus it is different from those in China and many other countries who have adopted more than two bridges, and the bridge can move for re-tuning. Sometimes the bridges are slid during play to change scale during the performance.

### 3.4 The design art of Khim's sound box

The original design art or painting on the *Khim* from China was eight Chinese immortals *Khim* (八仙琴 /bā xiān qín/ ชิมแป้่งเสี่ยง). When Thai craftsmen started to make the Thai *Khim* themselves in Thailand, they painted Thai-style arts on the sound box, such as *Theppanom* (เทพพาน), Music Celestial (ดนตรีเทพ).

Today the *Khim* is not only a musical instrument, but requires a highly defined craft. It can represent Thai fine arts. Since Thai people love the *Khim* so much, craftsmen design the *Khim's* sound box in many styles. For example the use of mother of pearl inlay is a method of covering the sound box; sometime they add a photo, and the name and surname of the owner on sound box.

The instrument craftsmen often design the *Khim's* sound box with lacquer and gold and a painted image of “Ganesh” (God of Art, God of Victory) on the box.
Thai craftsmen also design the Khim’s sound hole (loudspeaker hole) in many styles, such as the name and surname of the owner, a character from Ramayana, or a Thai lady.

3.5 Tuning system

The original Khim’s tuning system was a Chinese tuning style, but later Thai musicians adapted by changing the string and tuning sound to Thai style, the sound of “Peang - oh (พียางอ้อ/ Thai flute tune)”; but now the Khim has so many strings, it can be tuned to the level of international scale, especially Khim Chromatic or big size Khim with two bridges with 11,14,16,18 notes. This kind of tuning can provide western music, so the Khim can play eastern or western music.

3.6 The way to perform the Khim in Thailand

In Thailand it is traditional for the player to sit on the floor. Even though the Thai adopted Khim from China, they prefer to play in a uniquely Thai style. Today the Khim musicians in Thai classics still sit on the floor to play the instrument, but the Khim musicians in modern bands have changed to sit on a chair or even, in some modern music bands, prefer to stand.

4. The Role of Khim in Thai culture

Thai Classical musicians adopted the Khim to play in Thai Classical music ensembles for most of the past 100 years. It has had an important role over the past hundred years in Thailand.

4.1 Khim in Thai language

Khim is a borrowed word from the Chinese Fujian dialect. Khim is defined by the Royal Institute’s Thai Dictionary version as
“a Chinese music instrument - its shape looks like a half moon - it is played by striking on its strings”.11

*Khim* is a popular nickname used by the Thai people. By looking for the word “*Khim*” in a Google website, we found that *Khim* was used as a nickname on the web abroad, and also found that *Khim* was used as a compound word defining a women’s name, such as: *Khimon* (คิมออน), *Khim-khae* (คิมเขย), *Khim-mai* (คิมใหม่). *Khim* is also used as a compound word for family names, such as: *Khim-thong* (คิมทอง), *Khim-sii-thong* (คิมสยาม), *Suk-khim* (สุกคิม), *Pead-khim* (แพ็ดคิม).

*Khim* has appeared in Thai melodies such as; “Chin *Khim-yai*” (จีนคิมใหญ่) (meaning Chinese big dulcimer), it was used in a popular Thai classical song from the Ayutthya period, and “Chin *Khim-lek*” (จีนคิมเล็ก) (Chinese little dulcimer), was composed by Phra Praditpirho in the reign of King Rama IV.

### 4.2 Khim in Thai literature

*Khim* also was placed in Thommayantee’s famous Thai novel “*Kuukarm*” (คู่กรรม). The story was about the romance and tragedy of a young Thai lady and Japanese gentleman during the 2nd World War, set in Thailand. From this point on it can be said that the *Khim* also became a part of the way of life of Thai people.

This novel became a movie and television series and every time it was shown, it made Thai people crazy for the music of the *Khim*. Many left the theatre determined to learn how to play the *Khim*, especially the girls, and we called the craze “*Khim* fever”. The *Khim* has become the best seller of all Thai classical musical instruments.
4.3 **Khim in Thai classical music**

Since the time that the *Khim* was adopted from China, it has become a popular Thai classical music instrument. In 1924 Master Montrii Tramod, a Thai musician and composer, adopted *Khim* into the Thai classical music world. The resulting combination was called a “String ensemble with *Khim*”. The *Khim* has remained a principle Thai classical musical instrument even since, and Thai musicians have arranged many songs for *Khim* such as *Lao pan*, *Phya Sok*, *Nok Khamin* and *Khaek mon*.

4.4 **Khim in Thai modern music**

At first the *Khim* was adopted in to Thai classical music, but now is played in Thai modern music including folk music, popular music and green music (music for relaxing, healing, soothing, and meditation).

Thai people love *Khim*, so Thai musicians mix the *Khim* in many music styles because of the beautiful sound: soft and gentle. It can make listeners have a peaceful mind, and feel relaxed. The *Khim* is also part of Thai modern music, such as the album *The Spell of Whispering*, where the *Khim* is the leader of the band; it showed a Thai style and the melody is very beautiful and relaxing. The songs in this album were composed by Chamras Saewataporn and it is very popular abroad.

4.5 **Khim in the Thai Community Product Standard project**

The *Khim* as a butterfly shaped dulcimer is listed in the project of The Standards for Community Products\textsuperscript{12}. Therefore the standard of a good *Khim* is well known among music composers and instrument craftsmen in Thailand. This project is a responsibility of the Ministry
of Industry with the aim of upgrading the quality of community products to a national and international level. These standards are designed to help each community generate more income by using local intelligence to turn the local resources into value-added products that are uniquely Thai. The butterfly shaped Khim is now a recognized national standard product.

4.6 Khim in special project “Music Competition”

The Khim is a musical instrument that is always used in music competition, for example “Thailand Youth Music Competition”, “Thailand Eastern Region Thai classical music Competition”, “Set-trade Youth music Contest”, and “Thailand Sorn-Thong Thai Classical Music Competition”.

4.7 Khim in today’s public affairs

Today the Khim is a musical instrument that has become common as public entertainment. It represents Thai classical music in the mind of the general public and we found that the Khim is performed in many public places. It is played solo to show that it is true Thai music. It is often heard in Thai restaurants, lobbies of five star hotels, formal symphonic settings, airports and the big malls and many places that attract foreign guests. In other words, it has become an unofficial national musical symbol for Thailand.

4.8 Teaching and Learning the Khim

The Khim is such a popular musical instrument that Thai people love to start to learn Thai classical music on it at a young age. Many schools and organizations provide Khim classes for
hobbyists. This includes primary schools throughout Thailand and especially in Bangkok. There are many private music schools and foundations that provide Khim classes, such as Baan Keng Khim, Ban Kru Keng, Lhuang Praditpirho Foundation, Montrii Tramod Foundation and many more. We found that the students who want to learn to play the Khim are both children and adults, with more and more adults learning as a hobby in their old age.

Since the Khim is a popular music instrument it is often selected as the first instrument for Thai children on which to begin their music studies, especially Thai classical music. It is easy to learn and not too expensive to buy. A Khim costs about 3,500 baht (110 US dollars) and it is easy to find a teacher or school and the study fee is reasonable.

The Baan Keng Khim music school has a special Khim class for hyperactive children. The report said that the hyperactive children had better concentration and improved moods, because they seem to relax and develop a peaceful mind during their practice. This school also teaches the Khim for people who plan to go abroad, specifically as a means of spreading the appreciation of the Khim as a cultural export. Sureerattana Choomnog said the Khim is a musical instrument that can be performed solo and it is very popular to play in Thai restaurants and other Thai venues abroad. Many young people like to learn to play the Khim to use as a sideline and part time job during their studies and work abroad.\textsuperscript{14}

Thai people are learning to play the Khim both as a hobby and as a career. Recently we have found that many Thai students, who love music and love the Khim, are learning to perform the Khim as a career. Both Mahidol University and Chulalongkorn University’s
Faculties of Education provide a foundation for professional studies. They both have a Thai classical music degree majoring in the music and performance of the Khim.

There are many kinds of teaching media for assistance in learning to play the Khim including handbooks for learning, Video CD’s (“learn how to play the Khim”) and a computer program is available for learning how to play the Khim produced by The Luang Praditphairoe Foundation.

5. Conclusion

The Khim has been developing over the past one hundred years in Thailand. They are made in many shapes and sizes and the painting on the Khim sound box is a uniquely Thai practice. Japanese cartoon pictures are often stuck on Khim boxes and the box is very colorful and exciting for children. This provides them a means to express their modern day culture and is an expression of their favorite trends in art, literature, cartoons and TV shows.

Today the Khim in Thailand is not only a musical instrument, but it also shows Thai arts or traditional handicrafts, such as the arts of mother of pearl inlay, woodworking and the appliqué of lacquer and gold. The figure of “Ganesh” (God of Art, God of Victory) is a popular icon for the instrument’s decoration.

Many countries in Southeast Asia have adopted the Khim from China, including Malaysia, Singapore, Cambodia and Thailand. We found that only Thailand has adopted, adapted, modified and developed the Khim into a uniquely national style instrument and method of performance.

The Khim has become a musical instrument of the world, not just China and Thailand. It has many forms and variations of design,
style and use around the world. The *Khim* will continue to develop and change as has been shown by the evolution of the dulcimer from a Chinese instrument into the (Thai) *Khim*. Originally of course, the Chinese had adopted this instrument from Persia, so it was first named Yang-Chin (meaning “dulcimer from abroad”)

However the Thai style instrument and music will continue to evolve in Thai culture and will, as its popularity continues to grow, make its mark as a cultural export as it merges with the world interest in the *Khim* being expounded by such institutions as the “Cimbalom World Congress”.

In the meantime, the *Khim*, both as an instrument and music style, has become an established cultural icon specifically representing the large Chinese percentage of Thailand’s population, but more recently as an icon of the Thai nation as a whole. It will continue to evolve and remain firmly entrenched in Thai culture.
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